
THE CULTIVATION CHRONICLES 
 

DAY TWO: 29th July 2020 

 

The weather was  perfect for pootling in the garden today and from 9.40am onwards  our 

gardening crew began to arrive with tasks and appropriate tools chosen.  Fiona and Emily 

were the first to arrive, and got stuck in to an overgrown area  at the side of the car park as 

well as re-digging a border they had cleared during the previous meet-up.  The ground 

they were tackling was laden with strangling vegetation and very unforgiving to the fork 

and spade.  Tenacity was shown, the tremendous two cracked on and by crikey, come the 

end of the 3.5 hour session they had the area cleared, tidied and ready for the next stage. 

The next participant to turn up was Alex, a guy who was to set about the sawing of a pesky 

tree stump so as to create more habitat, make some space and also provide a home for 

some wood munching fungi.  Once refreshed with one of Jennie’s  fine brews the saw was 

brandished and the resistant stump attended to.  Alex worked with great systematic 

dedication - 60 strokes of the saw, rest, 60 strokes of the saw, rest - etc. etc.  The task 

seemed endless, the victory though fell to Alex who, after 2 and half hours finally got 

Planning and discussing what’s next - I was a busy man, honest 



through the full width of the trunk and completed the job.  I think he more than earned his 

tea and gluten-free biscuits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gareth and Sandra soon joined in the fray and again were greeted with a brew before 

wasting no time in getting stuck in.  The original area they cleared last week was re-dug 

over by Gareth whilst Sandra tackled  a new section that was compressed, neglected and in 

need of some severe labour.  The substrate was stubborn, but so were our two green-

fingered dabblers and come the end of the session we had earth turned, exposed and 

ready to be enriched - nifty! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alex - a man on a mission and a man who likes a cuppa 

The grand couple known as Gareth and Sandra - judging by this picture Gareth is on a go-slow 



Jacob was the final labourer to turn his dedicated hands to the area set.  Last time, Jacob 

was working with Bill on the front stretch of land that was the toughest test of all.  The 

ground beneath the trees and shrubs was like concrete, the chore of turning it over, 

removing the weeds and roots and generally trying to get it in a state ready for new plants 

was no easy task - I was relying on hard, perspiring focus to get the job done.  Today, with 

Bill off on bowling duties (ooh the idle rich), Jacob was joined by a rake wielding Jennie and 

both stuck at it with zoned-in application and, may I say, with a  cracking degree of success.   

At full-time I reckon 30% of the area was now sorted with a good mossy pile created too 

which will be a haven for overwintering bugs. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As for myself, well there was tea and cake to be  ingested and of course chin-wagging to be 

done.  In between these less strenuous moments I picked a corner and set about tidying 

the edges, cutting the shrubbery, removing young invasive plants and trying to  create a 

space that was lush, provided adequate cover for bugs but was still looking presentable - it 

was looking better after my efforts even if I do say so myself. 

 

And, eventually we were done, the tea and cake was served and we started to unwind, that 

is, until Jennie spotted that a leaning tree was looking too precarious for comfort.  Like a 

dog with a bone our timber-assessing maiden urged us all on to try and get the rotten 

monolith down - we duly obeyed.  The wood around the base was two-thirds crumbling 

Jacob may have been with Young Carers for 11 years and we are all proud of him but, there is work to be 

done and needs must - crack on lad 



and so, with a trusted saw, I set about trying to cut through the rest of the trunk.  I had 

already tried to use idiot brute strength and break through the wood with a lump hammer 

but when the handle of the hammer snapped and the head went flying the decision was 

made to take a more ‘sensible and orthodox’ approach (we are health and safety 

conscious).    So, back and forth the blade went, occasional heave-ho’s were had and after 

some serious commitment the long dead tree finally toppled.  A quick clear up was done, 

more material for the next log-pile was  had and then, at last, we considered the session 

done. 

 

Another day of good exercise, fresh air, grand company and positive contribution was over 

and all involved had thoroughly enjoyed it and certainly need a final acknowledgement - 

thank you folks - tis a fine pleasure and greatly appreciated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEXT MEET-UP DATE PLANNED: 

14th August 2020 

Your staff for the day - Dave and Jennie - highlighting 3 great British traditions - leaning on one’s spade 

(rake in the instance), brewing up and of course, getting stuck in! 


